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Abstract. This paper is concerned with the computational power of two-way automata with more 
than one subrecursive storage medium. Two-way automata with a stack (a nonerasing stack or a 
pushdown store, respectively) and an arbitrary number of checking stacks are of special interest. 
They are able to accept exactly those sets which are elementary in the sense of KALMAR. If the 
number of checking stacks is fixed, then the computational power of the corresponding restricted 
classes of automata can also be characterized in terms of time and space complexity classes. 
1. Introduction 
In the literature, the computational power of automata which, in addition to a 
finite control and a two-way input tape, have one sub-recursive store has been 
characterized in terms of space and time complexity classes of Turing machines. 
Deterministic automata with an arbitrary number of heads on the two-way input 
tape and one stack (nonerasing stack, checking stack, pushdown store or counter, 
respectively) are able to accept exactly the languages of the class DTIME(2 p°l) 
(DsPACE(Po1) ,  DSPACE(1Og), DTIME(Po1) or  DSPACE(1Og), respectively). More 
specifically, with such automata with k input heads and one stack (nonerasing stack) 
exactly the languages of the class DTIME(2Lin"kI°g")(DSPACE(nk log n)) can be 
accepted. 
Nondeterministic automata with an arbitrary number of heads on the two-way 
input tape and one stack (nonerasing stack, checking stack, pushdown store or 
counter, respectively) are able to accept exactly the languages of the class 
DTIME(2  P°l) (DSPACE(Po1),  DSPACE(Po1) or  NSPACE(1Og), respectively). More 
specifically, with such automata with k input heads and one stack (nonerasing stack 
or checking stack, respectively) exactly the languages of the class DTIME(2 Lin'2k) 
(NSPACE(n 2k) or NSPACE(nk), respectively) can be accepted. For the above results, 
see [5, 2, 6, 1]. 
Now the question arises of the computational power of automata which, in 
addition to a finite control and a two-way input tape, have several subrecursive stores. 
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It is not hard to see that nondeterministic automata with only two stores of the 
types stack, nonerasing stack, checking stack, pushdown store or counter are able 
to accept all recursively enumerable anguages (this is also true in the case that the 
two stores are of different types). Furthermore, it is not hard to see that deterministic 
automata with only two stores of the types stack, nonerasing stack, pushdown store 
or counter are able to accept all recursively enumerable languages (again this is 
also true in the case that the two stores are of different ypes). Consequently, only 
the question of the computational power of deterministic automata with several 
checking stacks and no further store (one further stack, nonerasing stack, pushdown 
store or counter, respectively) remains open. In the present paper we deal with this 
question. 
The main result is that deterministic automata with an arbitrary number of heads 
on the two-way input tape, I checking stacks and no further store (one further stack, 
nonerasing stack, pushdown store or counter, respectively) are able to accept 
exactly the languages of the class DSPACE(1Og) (DTIME(exp(2I+I, Pol)), 
DSPACE(exp( / ,Po l ) ) ,  DTIME(exp(I, Po1)) 1 or  DSPACE(1Og) ,  respectively). Con- 
sequently, deteiministic automata with an arbitrary number of heads on the two-way 
input tape, an arbitrary number of checking stacks and a further store of the type 
stack (nonerasing stack or pushdown store, respectively) are able to accept exactly 
those languages which are elementary in the sense of KALM.~R. More specifically, 
with such automata with k input heads, l checking stacks and a further stack 
(nonerasing stack or pushdow~ store, respectively) exactly the languages 
of the class DTIME(exp(2I+I, Lin n k .  log n)) (DSPACE(exp(I, Lin n k .  log n)), 
DTIME(exp(I, Lin nk)), respectively) can be accepted. 
2. Definitions 
All types of automata nd machines referred to in this paper will be introduced 
informally. For formal definitions, see for example [6]. Besides the usually unrestric- 
ted Turing worktape (T), the following five types of stores will be used: stack (S), 
nonerasing stack (NES), checking stack (CS), pushdown store (PD) and counter 
(C). These stores are semi-infinite (to the right) Turing worktapes with one read-write 
head for which the following restrictions hold: 
S: The contents of the Turing tape consists of a word of nonblanks (called 
stack-word) followed to the right only by blanks. The head can change only 
the rightmost symbol of the stack-word (the top of the stack) or the first blank. 
PD" It is a stack in which the head is always scanning the top of the stack. 
C: It is a pushdown store with only one type of nonblank symbols. 
NES: It is a stack in which the head cannot change a nonblank into a blank (i.e., 
it cannot erase). 
. • 2n)  
i We define exp(/ ,  n) = 2 2 " I~im~- 
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CS: It is a nonerasing stack with the restriction that, once the head has left the 
top of the stack, it can never write again. Consequently, the work of a checking 
stack always decomposes into two stages: first, a "writing phase', in which 
the head at all times is scanning the top, and second, a 'checking phase', in 
which the head is in a read-only mode. 
For r I> 1, k >/1, and X1,  X2 ,  . . . , X r E {T, S, NES, CS, PD, C} a 2: k-X l -X  2 . . . . .  
Xr-DA (2:k-X1 . . . . .  Xr-NA) is a deterministic (nondeterministic) automaton 
which, in addition to a finite control and a two-way input tape with k heads, has r 
stores of the types X~, . . . ,  X,, respectively. In this notation we collect stores of the 
same type in such a way that we can write, for instance, 2: k -S -3CS-DA instead 
of 2: k -CS-CS-S -CS-DA.  For an automaton with S-stores we assume (without loss 
of generality) that it stops in such a way that each S-head scans the top symbol of 
its store. 
Let K be one of the types of automata defined above. By K we also denote the 
class of languages which can be accepted by automata of type K. 
Further, for Y ~ {D, N} we define 
oo 
2 : multi . . . . .  YA = ~_J 2: k . . . . .  YA, 
dfk= 1 
and for X ~ {T, S, NES, CS, PD, C} we define 
oo 
. . . .  mult iX . . . . .  YA = ~.J . . . .  lX  . . . . .  YA .  
df /= l  
Let N be the set of natural numbers. For s :N~N,  r1>0, r'~>0 and for a type 
. . . I I ! I • .~  2:k-l~X~- - l~- l~X~ . . . . .  I , ,X r , -YA  of automata, let 2:k-l~auxX~-. 
t F I ! l, auxX~- I~X ~ . . . . .  I r ,X ~,- YSPACE($) be the class of languages which can be accepted 
by automata of this type, where the space requirement in the last l~ +- • • + I',, stores 
can be bounded by s (n )  for all inputs of length n. Analogous definitions can be 
made if 'multi' stands for k, l~ , . . . ,  l~, l~ , . . . ,  l'r,, respectively. Especially, we define 
YSPACE(S) =2:  1-multiT- YSPACE(S). 
df 
Analogously, for t :N ~ N, t I> id, the class D'rIME(t) contains those languages which 
can be accepted by 2: 1-multiT-DA (i.e., by multi-tape Turing machines) with time 
bound t (n)  for all inputs of length n. 
A function s : N ~ N is said to be fully space-constructible if there is a deterministic 
Turing machine which requires exactly space s(n)  for all inputs of length n. 
For t :  N ---> N we define 
L in t={kt (n ) :keN}c_N  and Po l t={t (n )k ;keN}c_N ~. 
df  d f  
For t = id, we set 
Lin =Lin id and Pol =Pol id. 
df  d f  
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For all o%~, ~2 ~ NIN and fe  1~ we define 
0~ +. o~2~ {f  ~ + f2: f~  ~, andf2~ ~2}, 
i 
I 
f .  o%~ =o% 1. f - f f~-  {f}, 
df  d f  
2 ~, ={2f : fe  o~,}, 
df  
~'<~ & ~dr A V A f,(n)<-f2(n), 
f~ l  f2c~2 hen 
f<~- ,  aC~r {f}~o°'TOl • 
For all t~, tz:N-+IN we write 
t 1 ~ t 2 dCZ~f t I ~ Lin t 2. 
For all o% ~_ NI N and Z ~ {SPACE, TIME}, 
2 k-l~Xi . . . . .  l,Xr- YZ(,.~)= U 2. k-l~X~ . . . . .  l,Xr- YZ( f ) .  
By g' we denote the class of the elementary sets, i.e., those sets whose characteristic 
function is elementary in the sense of KALM,&R. We use the equality 
~' = [,..J DSPACE(exp( I ,  Lin)) = U DTIME(exp(/, Lin)), 
1 I 
which is proved in [8]. 
Finally, let ~g be the class of all recursively enumerable languages. 
3. Results 
In the present paper we deal with the question of the computational power of 
such automata which, in addition to a finite control and a two-way input tape with 
an arbitrary number of heads, have several subrecursive stores of types S, NES, CS, 
PD or C, i.e., we study the classes 2:multi-X1 . . . . .  X r -YA  and 2:k-X1 . . . . .  X :  
YA, respectively, for r 1> 1, k I> 1, Xb . . . ,  X~ ~ {S, NES, CS, PD, C}, and Y ~ {D, N}. 
First, we give the well-known results about the characterization of the computa- 
tional power of two-way automata, which have exactly one such store, in terms of 
space and time complexity classes of Turing machines. 
Theorem 3.1 (Cook [2]). For k >! 1, 
(1) 2: k -S -DA = DTIME(2 Li" ,k. ,og,), 
(2) 2: k -S -NA = DTIME(2 Li" ,2k), 
(3) 2 : mult i -S-DA = 2 : mult i -S-NA = DTIME(2P°'). 
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Theorem 3.2 (Hopcroft  and Ul lman [5]; Ibarra [6]). For k >I 1, 
(1) 2: k -NES-DA= DSPACE(n k" log n), 
(2) 2 :k -NES-NA= NSPACE(n2k), 
(3) 2 : mu l t i -NES-DA = 2 : mu l t i -NES-NA = DSPACE(Po1). 
Theorem 3.3 ( Ibarra [6]). For k >i 1, 
(1) 2 :mul t i -CS-DA- -  DSPACE(Iog), 
(2) 2 :k -CS-NA= NSPACE(nk), 
(3) 2 :mul t i -CS-NA= DSPACE(PoI). 
Theorem 3.4 (Aho, Hopcroft  and Ullman [1]; Cook [2]). 
2 : mu l t i -PD-DA = 2 : mu l t i -PD-NA = DTIME(Po1). 
As a consequence of a result in [4] we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.5 
(1) 2: mu l t i -C -DA = 2 : mul t i -DA = DSPACE(1Og), 
(2) 2 : mu l t i -C -NA = 2 : mul t i -NA -- NSPACE(Iog). 
In the case of the existence of at least two subrecursive stores it is not hard to 
see that the following results hold. 
Theorem 3.6 
(1) For X1, X2~ {S, NES,  PD, C}, 2: 1 -X1-X2-DA= ~.  
(2) For X1, X2 ~ {S, NES,  CS, PD, C}, 2: 1 -X I -XE-NA = ~g'. 
Therefore, the only question remaining open is which languages can be accepted 
by deterministic automata with several checking stacks and one further store of type 
S, NES, PD, or C, respectively, or no further store. These questions are answered 
by the following four theorems. 
Theorem 3.7. For k >1 1 and l >I 1, 
(1) 2: k - ICS-S -DA= DTIME(exp(2I+ 1, Lin n k .  log n)), 
(2) 2: mu l t i - lCS -S -DA = DTIME(exp(2I+ 1, Pol)), 
(3) 2 : k -mul t iCS-S -DA- -  2 : mult i -mult iCS-S-DA = ~. 
Theorem 3.8. For k >! 1 and l >I 1, 
(1) 2: k - /CS-NES-DA= DSPACE(exp(I, Lin n k. log n)), 
(2) 2 :mul t i - ICS -NES-DA = DSPACE(exp(I, Pol)), 
(3) 2 : k -mul t iCS-NES-DA = 2: mul t i -mul t iCS-NES-DA = ~. 
Theorem 3.9. For k >I 1 and 1 >- 1, 
(1) 2: k - ICS-PD-DA= DTIME(exp(I, Lin nk)), 
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(2) 2 :mul t i - ICS -PD-DA = DTIME(exp(/, Pol)), 
(3) 2 : k -mul t iCS-PD-DA = 2 : mul t i -mul t iCS-PD-DA = ~. 
Theorem 3.10. For k >1 1 and 1 >! 1, 
(1) 2 : multi-  ICS -C-DA = 2 : k -mul t iCS-C-DA = 2 : mul t i -mul t iCS-C-DA 
= DSPACE(1Og),  
(2) 2 : mul t i - /CS-DA = 2 : k -mul t iCS-DA = 2 : mul t i -mul t iCS-DA 
= DSPACE( Iog) .  
For Theorems 3.7, 3.8, and 3.9, the second and the third statements are immediate 
consequences of the first statement. The inclusion '~ '  (respectively '_~') of these 
first statements is an immediate consequence of Lemma 4.5 and Corollary 4.7 
(respectively, Corollary 4.7, Lemma 4.8 and Lemma 4.9), which are formulated and 
proved in the following section. For Theorem 3.10, we only have to prove 
2 : mu l t i -mu l t iCS-C-DA_  DSPACE(Iog) (*) 
because of the well-known equality DSPACE( Iog)=2:mult i -DA and the obvious 
inclusion 2: (k+ 1)-DA_c 2: 1 -kCS-DA.  Again, (*) is an immediate consequence 
of Lemma 4.5 and Corollary 4.7. 
The method used for the proofs of Theorems 3.7, 3.8, and 3.9 also yields the 
following generalizations. 
Theorem 3.11. For k~ 1, l~  > 1 and fully space-constructible s>~ 1, 
(1) 2:k - lauxCS-auxS-T -DsPACE(S)= DTIME(exp(2I+ 1, Lin n k. log n. 2Lins)), 
(2) 2:k - lauxCS-auxNES-T -DsPACE(S)  = DSr'ACE(exp(/, Lin n k. log n- 2Lins)), 
(3) 2:k - lauxCS-auxPD-T -DsPACE(S)  = DTIME(exp(/, Lin n k. 2Lins)). 
The statements of Theorem 3.11(1), (2) generalize well-known results for /=0 
(cf. [2] and [6]). 
4. Auxiliary results 
First, we state a well-known result which is needed to obtain some results 
concerning automata having a stack. 
Theorem 4.1 (Cook [2]). For k >i 1 and s >t log, 
2: k-auxPD-T-DsPACE(S)  = DTIME(2 Lin s). 
For the following lemmas, the notions 'partial instantaneous description' and 
'transition table' will play an important role. 
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A partial instantaneous description (for short: PID) of a situation ofa 2: k-X1-X2-  
. . . .  X r -X -DA M (X1, X2 , . . . ,  X,, X ~ {S, NES, CS, PD, C}, k~ > 1) for any fixed 
input is an (r+2)-tuple (h, q, s~, . . . ,  s,), where h describes the position of the input 
heads, q is the state of the finite control of M and (for i -- 1 , . . . ,  r) s~ describes the 
finite nonempty part of the contents of Xi and the head position of X~. (Note that 
stores with infinite nonempty contents are not of interest here.) Thus, a PID does 
not describe the contents and the head position of X. 
Now, let X ~ {S, NES}. A transition table (for short: TT, see also [5]) for a fixed 
X-word is a function which maps each PID A to the PID B (if it exists) and which 
has the following property: if M starts with the situation given by A, the fixed 
X-word and the head position on the top of X, then B is the PID of that situation 
in which M will be when the head of X reaches the top next time. Thus, the TT's 
completely characterize the effect of the X-store during the work of M. 
Let t(n) be the maximum number of all PID's which can occur during the halting 
computation of M on an input of length n. Then there are essentially at most 
t(n)t(,)= 2t(,)Log,(,) different TT's which can play a role during such a computation. 
Our first lemma relates this number of different PID's to the maximum length of 
the occurring X-words and the maximum length of the computation. 
Lemma 4.2. Let M be a 2 :k -X I -X2  . . . . .  X r -X -DA (k>~l, r~>0, Xe  
{S, NES, PD, C}) and let t(n) be the maximum number of different PID's which can 
occur during a halting computation of M on an input of length n. Then, the length of 
the X-word and the length of the halting computations ofM on inputs of length n have 
the upper bounds given in Table 1. 
Table 1. 
X Upper bound for the length of 
The X-word The computation 
S 2Lin t (n ) -  log t (n)  2 2Lint(')'l'gtO') 
NES 2Lin t (n )  - log t (n)  2Lin t (n )  . log t (n)  
PD Lin t(n) 2Lin t(n) 
C Lin t(n) Lin t(n) 2 
Proof. X = S: Assume that there is a moment r in the computation of M on an 
input of length n in which the length of the S-word exceeds 
(number of different PID's) x (number of different TT's) = t(n)2 t~n) ~og t<n). 
We define ~'i to be the moment in which the S-word has length i the last time before 
r (for each length i). Then there are two moments ~'il and ~i~, il < i2, in which M 
has the same PID and whose S-words have the same "VI'. Hence, M works in the 
time intervals [z~+(l-1)(7i~-z i,), %+ l(zi~-z~l)] (l>~ 1) in the same manner as in 
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the time interval Jr i,, ri2]. Consequently, this computation does not halt. Therefore, 
the length of the S-words is bounded by t (n )2  '(")t°g ,(,) ~< 2Lin ,(n). log t(n) and the 
number of different S-words is bounded by 
dO+ d 1 +. . .  + dt(n)2'(")'°8'(")<~ 22Li,,(-) 'og,(-), 
where d is the cardinality of the S-alphabet. Hence, the length of a computation of 
M on inputs of length n is bounded by 
/number of I /number of different i maximum number of steps t
• [ different Ix [ head positions for x with a fixed S-word and a 
\ S-words / \ a fixed S-word fixed S-head position ] 
<~ 22Lin'(")'l°g'(") . 2Lint(n)-Iog t (n )  . t (n)  
22Lin ,(n). log ,(,,) 
X = NES: The proof can be carried out as for X = S. The only difference is that 
the number of different NES-words occurring in a single computation is bounded 
by the maximum length of the NES-words. This results in the time estimation: 
2Lin t(n)  -log t(n) . 2Lin t(n) . log t(n)  . t( n ) <~ 2 Lin t(n) . log t(n)  
X= PD: The proof can be carried out as for X=S but with the following 
differences: Since the PD-head cannot visit the PD-word, the length of the PD-word 
can be bounded by 
(number of different PID's) x (number of PD-symbols) <~ Lin t(n). 
Hence, the number of different PD-words can be bounded by d°+dl+ . .  .+  
dLin t(n)<~ 2Lin t(n) and the length of the computation can be bounded by 
2Lin t(n)  . 1 • t (n)  <~ 2 Lin t(n)  
X = C: The proof can be carried out as for X = PD. The only difference is that 
the number of different C-words is bounded by the maximum length of the C- 
word. [] 
For a uniform treatment of all types of stores we define for t : • ~ N, k/> 1 and j  I> 0: 
Ts(t ) = 22,,og,, ts, j (n) = exp(2j, n k log n), 
TNES(t ) 2 t log t, NES i i  k = tk, j (n) = exp(j, log n), 
PD TpD(t) = 2 t, tk, j (n) = exp(j, nk),  
Tc ( t )= t, tcx, j (n )= n 22j'k. 
The following lemma is easy to verify. 
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Lemma 4.3. For X ~ {S, NES, PD, C}, k t> 1 and j >>- 1, 
(1) Tx(Lin nk)<~t~(Lin),  
(2) Tx(Lin n k" I-[~=o t~,(Lin)) <~ t~+l(Lin), 
(3) ~i=oJ t~i(Lin)~< t~(Lin). 
An upper bound for the computing time of a halting coroputation ofa 2 : k- lCS-X-  
DA is given by the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.4. The length of a halting computation of a 2: k- ICS-X-DA (k, l>~ 1, X 
{S, NES, PD, C}) on an input of length n is bounded by t~t+~(Lin) and the length of  
CS-words in such a computation is bounded by t~/(Lin). 
Proof. Since the work of each CS-store is subdivided into a writing phase and a 
checking phase, every computation of M is subdivided into (at most) l+ 1 stages. 
The jth stage is that part of the computation in which exactly j CS-stores are in 
their checking phase. (Note that some stages can be undefined if different CS-stores 
begin with their checking phases at the same time.) Observe that M works in the 
j th stage (apart from adding symbols to the l - j  CS-stores which are in their writing 
phase) like a 2 : k- jCS-X-DA,  since these l - j  CS-stores do not have any influence 
on the work of M at this time. Thus, we can verify the time estimation by induction 
on j=0,  1 , . . . ,  I. 
j = 0. In the 0th stage M works like a 2: k -X-DA.  Such an automaton has, for 
a given input of length n, at most ~< n k different PID's. By Lemma 4.2, the length 
of a halting computation of a 2" k-X-DA is bounded by Tx(Lin n k) <~ t~l(Lin n). 
Thus, the length of stage 0 of the computation of M is bounded by t~l(Lin n). 
j + 1. In the (j  + 1)st stage, M works like a 2 : k- ( j  + 1)CS-X-DA whose CS-stores 
are in their checking phase where the ith CS-store (i = 0, 1, . . .  , j )  has a CS-word 
of maximum length i ~m=o t~m+l(Lin) <~ t~i+l(Lin). Such an automaton has, for a 
given input of length n, at most Lin n k. l-I~=o t~i+l(Lin) different PID's. By Lemma 
4.2, the length of a halting computation of  a 2: k- ( j+  1)CS-X-DA is bounded by 
Tx(L in n k" i~=o t~i+l(Lin)) <~ t~-+2(Lin). 
Thus, the length of stage j+  1 of the computation of M is bounded by t~+E(Lin). 
Hence, the length of a halting computation of M on an input of length n is bounded 
by <~ Y~l=o t~,+~(Lin) t~t+~(Lin). The length of the CS-words in such a computation 
is bounded by the total length of the stages 0, 1 , . . . ,  l -  1 (because in the final stage 
no CS-word can be enlarged), i.e., by ~=01-1 tk.i+l(Lm)X " --~-< t~'l(Lin). [] 
The main idea of the simulation of automata with several checking stacks is given 
in the proof of the next lemma. 
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Lemma 4.5. For k, l >I 1 and X ~ {S, NES, PD, C}, 
2" k - ICS-X-DA c_ 2" k-auxX-multiC-DseAcE( t~z(Lin) ).
Proof. Let M be a 2 : k- ICS-X-DA.  Without loss of generality we assume that at 
most one CS-head moves in each step. 
First, we describe the recursive procedure SYMBOL(w, i, t~), which can be carried 
out by a 2:k-X- I 'C -DA (for suitable l') with counter length t~t(Lin) and which 
computes the ath symbol which is written into the ith CS-store during the computa- 
tion of M on w. The 2: k-X- I 'C-DA executing this procedure starts with w on the 
input tape, where i is stored by the finite control and a is stored in the first counter. 
Procedure SYMBOL(w, i, ~) 
Step I. Simulate M on input w as long as no CS-head moves which is in its 
checking phase and as long as the t~th symbol of the ith CS-store is not yet printed. 
The positions of the l CS-heads are stored by the counters 2, 3 , . . . ,  I + 1 where the 
CS-words are not stored. 
Step 2. If the jth CS-head of M moves from position fl to position fl ± 1 and the 
jth CS-store is in its checking phase, then simulate this step and: 
Step 2.1. Store the contents of the first counter in an empty counter which is not 
used at this time. 
Step 2.2. Store the head position fl ± 1 in the first counter. 
Step 2.3. Store the position of the input heads and the CS-heads in k+ l empty 
counters which are not used at this time. Move all input heads to the initial positions. 
Empty the counters 2, 3 , . . . ,  l+ I. 
Step 2.4. Call SYMBOL(w,j, fl ± I) and store the results by the finite control. 
The X-store of the 2:k-X- I 'C-DA can be used during the recursive call without 
any problem for X = S and X = PD. In the case X = NES the part of the NES-store 
which is used during the recursive call must be marked in such a way that it can 
be ignored during the further computation. In the case X = C a new counter must 
be used for the recursive call. 
Step 2.5. Restore the previous contents of the first counter, the previous positions 
of the input heads and the previous contents of the counters 2, 3, . . . ,  14- I. 
Step 2.6. Go to Step 1. 
For each recursive call at most k + l + 2 new counters are necessary. If for the 
computation of the t~th symbol of the ith C S-store the flth symbol of the jth C S-store 
is needed, then the latter symbol has been written in a lower stage (for this notion, 
see the beginning of the proof of Lemma 4.4) of the work of M. Since M has at 
most I stages in which symbols can be written in the CS-stores, the recursion depth 
of procedure SYMBOL is bounded by I. Therefore, a 2: k-X- ( l (k+l+2) )C-DA 
executes this procedure. 
Now, a 2: k-  X -  ((l + 1) (k + l + 2)) C- DA can simulate the work of the 2: k- X -  IC S- 
DA M on the input w of length n according to the following algorithm: 
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Step 1. Simulate M on input w as long as no CS-head which is in its checking 
phase moves and no accepting state has been reached. The positions of the l CS-heads 
are stored by the counters 2, 3 , . . . ,  l + 1 where the CS-words are not stored. 
Step 2. As for procedure SYMBOL. 
Since the counters have to store either a position of an input head or the position 
of a CS-head, the length of the counters can be bounded by max(n, t~t(c, n))<~ 
t~s(Lin). [] 
Now, we prove a lemma which refines results from [2] and [6] and whose corollary 
will be useful for the proofs of our main results. 
Lemma 4.6. For k >>- 1, l >>- 1 and s >I 1, 
(1) 2: k-auxS- IC -DsPACE(S)  :- DTIME.(2 nk" s(ny. (log n+logs(n))), 
(2) 2:k-auxNES-IC-DsPACE(S)= DSPACE(n k" s(n)  l" (log n +log s(n))), 
(3) 2: k-auxPD-IC-DspAcE(Pol  s) = DTIME(PO1 s) (s/> id), 
(4) 2: k-auxC-IC-DsPACE(Pol s) = DSPACE(1Og s) (for l >I 2 and s >I id). 
Proof. Ad (2): We show ' _ ' .  The simulation of a 2: 1 -NES-DA M by a Turing 
machine M'  (cf. [5]) is made in such a way that for the actual stack word of M 
the T -DA M'  stores the corresponding transition table. Since there are at most 
n PID's for a fixed input, such a table can be stored by M'  within space < n log n. 
The simulation of a 2: k - /C -NES-DA M with counter length s(n) by a Turing 
machine M'  can be made in the same way, where here M has at most < rigs(n) l
different PID's. Thus, M'  can store the tables within space 
nks(n)t(log n +log s(n)). 
We show '~_'. The proof of DSPACE(n" log n) c_ 2: I -NES-DA (cf. [5]) shows 
that a machine having a NES and having in addition (i.e., without the use of the 
NES) the ability to store natural numbers up to t can simulate a Turing machine 
which works within space t log t. Since a 2 : k -NES- /C -DA can store (without the 
use of the NES) natural numbers up to nks(n) l, it can simulate a Turing machine 
which works within space nks(n)l(log n+log s(n)). 
Ad (1): The equation 
2:k-auxS-lC-DsPACE(S) =2: 1-auxPD-T-DsPAcE(n k- s(n) i. (log n + log s(n))), 
as a generalization of the equation 2: 1-S-DA = 2: 1-auxPD-T-DsPAcE(n • log n) 
(cf. [2]), can be shown as above. Then, by Theorem 4.1, we obtain statement (1). 
Ad (3): We show "_ '. Obviously, 
2: k-auxPD-lC-DsPACE(Pol s) _c 2: 1-auxPD-T-DsPACE(log s) 
and, because of Theorem 4.1, 
2 : 1-auxPD-T-DsPAcE(log s) c_ DTIME(PO1 s). 
We show ' _~ '. Theorem 4.1 yields DTIME(PoI S) c_ 2 : 1-auxPD-T-DspAcE(log s). 
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Obviously, we have 
2 : 1-auxPD-T-DsPACE(log s) _ 2: 1-auxPD-PD-DsPkcE( log s). 
The contents of the second PD-store can be interpreted as the dyadic presentation 2 
of a natural number x, which is stored in a counter. A change of the contents of 
the PD-store corresponds to one of the operations 2x + 1, 2x÷2,  or [½xJ with the 
contents x of the counter. These operations can easily be realized by the help of 
the auxil iary PD-store. Therefore, 
2 : 1-auxPD-PD-DsPgcE( log s) _ 2 : 1-auxPD-C-DsPgcE(Pol  s). 
Ad (4): From [3], the equation 2: k-IC-DsPACE(Pol s) -- DSPACE(Iog S) is known 
for l >~ 3 and s >/id. We show 
2: k -auxC- lC-DsPgcE(Po l  s) = 2: k- ( l+  1)C-DsPACE(Pol s), 
where only the inclusion ' _ '  must be shown. Let M be a 2 :k - IC -C-DA whose 
first l counters are length bounded by s(n)"  for inputs of length n. Thus, for a fixed 
input of length n, the automaton M can have at most Lin n k" (S(n)m) l different 
PID's. Now, Lemma 4.2 yields the length bound Lin n k" s(n)ra l~ Lin s (n)  ral+k for 
the ( l+  1)st counter. [] 
Corollary 4.7. For k >t I and s >1 id, 
(1) 2: k.-auxS-mult iC-DsPgcE(Pol s) 
= 2: k -auxS-C-DsPgcE(Pol  s) -- DTIME(2 P°! s), 
(2) 2 : k -auxNES-mult iC-DsPgcE(Po l  s) 
= 2 : k-auxNES-C-DsPACE(Pol  s) = DSPACE(Pol s), 
(3) 2: k-auxPD-mult iC-DsPACE(Pol  s)
= 2 : k-auxPD-C-DsPACE(Pol  s) = DTIME(Po1 S), 
(4) 2 : k-auxC-mult iC-DsPACE(Pol  s)
= 2: k-auxC-2C-DsPACE(Pol s) = DSPACE(1Og S). 
Lemma 4.5 and Corol lary 4.7 give the inclusions'  ~ '  of our main results, Theorems 
3.7, 3.8, 3.9, and 3.10. The other inclusions are an immediate consequence of 
Corollary 4.7 and the following two lemmas. The first of them is obvious. 
Lemma 4.8. Let k , l~  l and X~{S,  NES, PD}. I f  there exists a 2 :k -X - ICS-DA 
which is halting on all inputs and which generates during the computation on every 
input of length n in at least one of the CS-stores a word of minimum length s(n), then 
2: k-auxX-C-DsPACE(  S ) ~ 2: k-X- ICS-DA.  
The next lemma shows that there exists a 2 :k -X - lCS-DA which generates 
sufficiently long CS-words. 
2 The dyadic presentation fnatural numbers i a 1-1 function d from N onto { 1, 2}* which is defined 
by d-l(e)=0, d-l(wl)= 2d-~(w)+ 1,and d-l(w2)= 2d-l(w)+2 (here e denotes the empty word). 
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Lemma 4.9. For k >1 1, c >! 1, and X E {S, NES, PD} there exists a 2 : k -X - ICS-DA 
which is halting on all inputs and which generates during the computation on every 
input of le/1gth /1 in at least one CS-store a word of mi/1imum length t~t(c" n). 
Proof. We construct a 2:k -X - ICS-DA M which works in l+ 1 stages. On inputs 
of length n, the automaton M will produce in stagej a CS-word of length t~.+l(C-/1) 
in the ( j+  1)st CS-store ( j  = 0, 1 , . . . ,  l -  1). At this stage the CS-stores 1, 2 , . . .  , j  
will be in their checking phase and the CS-stores j + 2 , . . . ,  l will not be used. We 
proceed by induction on j - -0 ,  1, .... , I. 
X - -NES,  j=0 .  The 2 :k -NES- ICS-DA M generates in its NES-store the 
sequence of the (c/1)-ary presentations of length (Cn) k of the numbers 
0, 1 , . . . ,  (cn) (c'°k - 1 by using the input heads and the finite control as a counter of 
length (cn) k. After generating the presentation of a new number in the NES, a 
further symbol is added to the first CS-store, which has at the end of stage 0 a word 
of length (cn) (c')~ = t~ES(c • n). 
j+  1. The 2: k -NES- ICS-DA M generates in its NES-store the sequence of the 
tNES (c.n~ binary presentations of length ,NES (C" n) of the numbers 0, 1, 2 k.j+~, " -  1 • k j+ l  • • • , = 
tNES / k4+2~C" n)--1 by using the ( j+  1)st CS-store as a counter of length tkO+I~C'NES,, n). 
After generating the presentation of a new number in the NES, a further symbol is 
added to the ( j  + 2)nd CS-store, which has at the end of stage j + 1 a word of length 
tNES ~ / I ) .  k,j+2[ C • 
X = PD, j = 0. The 2 : k -PD- ICS-DA M writes the binary presentation of length 
(cn) k of the number 0 in the PD-store, using the input heads and the finite control 
as a counter of length (cn) k. Now, instead of the presentation of 0, the presentations 
of length (cn) k of the numbers 1,2, . . . ,2(c")~-1 are generated as follows: To 
generate the successor of a number, 1 is added, where the carry of 1 to the next 
place causes the erasing of the preceding place. The original ength of the presenta- 
tion can be restored with the help of the input heads and the finite control which 
counted the erased places. After generating a new presentation a further symbol is 
added to the first CS-store which has at the end of stage 0 a word of length 
2(c,)~ PD = tk, l (C"  n ) .  
j+  1. Analogously to the casej  = 0, the 2: k -PD- ICS-DA M generates the binary 
presentations of the numbers 0, 1 , . . . ,  2t£~÷, ~") -  1 where the ( j+  1)th CS-store is 
PD used for counting up to tm+~(c, n). Thus, at the end of stage j+  1, the ( j+2)nd  
CS-store has a word of length 2'[~+, (*") PD = 
X = S, j = O. The 2 :k -S - ICS-DA M generates in its S-store the sequence of the 
(cn)-ary presentations of length (cn) k of the numbers 0, 1 , . . . ,  (cn) <°'?-  1 as for 
X = NES, where each two neighbouring presentations are separated by the symbol 
0. Finally, a further 0 is added to the S-store. These (cn) (~')~ symbols 0are interpreted 
as the binary presentation of length (cn) <~')~ of the natural number 0. Now, M 
generates the binary presentations of length (cn) (~')~ of the numbers 
1 ,2 , . . . ,  2 (c")(~")~- 1 (using 0 and 1) as follows: To generate the successor of a 
number, 1 is added, where the carry of 1 to the next place causes the erasing of the 
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(cn)-ary presentation between these two places. The original length (cn) ~c")~ of the 
binary presentation can be restored by completing the sequence of (cn)-ary presenta- 
tions of the numbers 0, 1 , . . . ,  (cn) ~cn)~- 1 and using 6 for the separation. After 
generating a new binary presentation a further symbol is added to the first CS-store, 
which has at the end of stage 0 a word of length 2 ~cn)~cn~ = t~l(c" n). 
j+  1. Analogously to the case j =0, the 2: k -S- /CS-DA M generates the binary 
presentation of length 2 tsJ+l(c'n) s ^ of the numbers 0, 1, . . . ,2  2tkJ+'~c'n)- 1 (using 0 and 
s 1), where the places are separated by the binary presentations of length tk, j+ I (C -n)  
t s of the numbers 0, 1,...,2*J+l~Cn) 1 (using 0 and 1) and the ( j+  1)st CS-store is 
used for counting. Thus, at the end of stage j + 1 the ( j  + 2)nd CS store has a word 
of length 2 2tksj+l~n~=ts,j+2(c .n). [] 
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